3 GRATES ARRAYED

TOP

C.L.R 47'-7\frac{3}{6}" arc length 19\frac{3}{8}"

0.R 47'-9\frac{1}{2}"  

1.R 47'-4\frac{5}{32}" Hole for bolt-down

1'-7\frac{1}{2}"

NOTES:
1. Material: cast iron
2. Natural finish
3. Total thickness: 1"
4. Fits frame
5. No openings greater than 1/2"
6. Free Drain Area = 21%
7. Due to casting inconsistencies all dimensions are nominal

Interlaken 5” Trench Grate 47”-7” C.L.R.
dwg name: CLR47ft7in_INTcasting
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